What they’re saying
“LS is easier to apply and the floors hold up better
than any other product I’ve used.”
–Mike Gibson, Concrete Concept
Construction, LLC,
Kansas City, Kan.

products for ultimate sustainable floors
Use
Improve
finished concrete flooring at

Consolideck® products on

Schools & Universities
Hospitals & Nursing Homes
Car Dealerships
Restaurants
Shopping Malls
Manufacturing Plants
Warehouses
Stadiums
Terminals
Homes

New Concrete
Exisiting Concrete
Concrete Subfloors
Dry-Shake Concrete
Polished Concrete
Colored Concrete
Acid-Stained Concrete
Cement Terrazzo
Portland Cement Tile
Portland Cement Toppings

Attractive • Durable
Easy to maintain

• Save money.
• Reduce maintenance.
• Improve the
appearance and
performance of new and
existing concrete floors
everywhere.

“That’s what
intrigued
me the most –
the brilliance you
can get with
LSGuard.”
– Shawn Wardall,
Specialized, Inc.,
Waterloo, Wis.
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–Tom Aleshire, Allied Industrial
Coatings, Owassa, Okla.

www.consolideck.com
www.prosoco.com • 800-255-4255
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“(LS is) a very user-friendly
product. Less time involved in
application compared to the
other products that I’ve used.”

products for ultimate
sustainable floors

Prepare
Consolideck® surface prep cleaners and stain removers ensure concrete
floors are ready for hardening/densifying and other treatments and
coatings that improve floors’ appearance and performance, and extend
service life.
PreKlean - removes laitance and salts from
new concrete floors.
SafEtch® - clean and prepare
textured concrete for conventional surface coatings.
SafStrip - Safely remove
paint, traffic markings and
high-strength coatings.
SafStrip 8 - Neutral pH
stripper rids polished concrete of paints and coatings.
Wax & Cure Remover - Remove accumulated waxes and cures.
Cleaner/Degreaser - Remove surface oil,
grease and traffic staining.
Oil & Grease Stain Remover - Remove embedded oil and grease stains.
Concrete Floor Restorer - Clean and restore high-traffic concrete floors.

Decorate
Consolideck® water-based stains can be used alone or layered over
integrally colored, acid-stained or color-hardened concrete for an unlimited
range of rich colors. Use Consolideck® water-based solid colors for intricate
designs, colorful borders or area-designation.

The Consolideck® floor system can contribute to LEED® points for EA
Prerequisite 2, EA Credits 3.1, 3.2, 4.2, and ID Credit 1-1.4. Use SCS Certified Indoor Advantage Gold products to help obtain CHPS and LEED® for
Schools EQ Credit 4 points.

GemTone ColorCoat - Durable water-based color coat comes
in 15 colors.
SafetyColor - Bright water-based color coat comes in all ANSI
safety colors for clearly marking important spaces.

Protect
The Consolideck® line includes the industry’s best-performing, longestlasting products for protecting concrete flatwork from destructive water, salt
and stain attack indoors or out.
LSGuard™ - Long-lasting high-gloss sealer, hardener and densifier maxi-

mizes light-reflectance and protects stained and polished floors. No more
constant re-coating with waxes, polishes or conventional resins. Ever!

Harden & Densify

Green your floor maintenance program. Consolideck® floors reduce use of waxes, polishes
and stripping products.

LS™ - premium lithium silicate hardener and densifier.
LS/CS™ - economical lithium silicate hardener & densifier.
Create high performance concrete floors that protect indoor air quality with these
SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold certified products:
Consolideck® LS™
Consolideck® LS/CS™
Consolideck® LSGuard™
Consolideck® GemTone Stain

Extended warranties are available for Consolideck® floors installed by
trained Consolideck® Team Applicators, and maintained with specially
formulated Consolideck® maintenance cleaners.

GemTone Stains - Penetrating, translucent stains come in 13 rich colors
bringing deep, gem-like hues to concrete floors.

Cure & Seal remover - Removes the toughest high-solids cure & seals.

Consolideck® lithium-silicate hardener/densifiers save huge amounts
of time and money because they don’t need scrubbing and flushing like
old-fashioned sodium- and potassium-silicate products. Just spray and walk
away! Treated floors dry in about an hour.

Maintain

SLX100™ - Penetrates deeply to protect concrete from water, oil and other stains.
SL100 - High-coverage, deep penetration water-repellent for concrete.
Saltguard ®- Protects flatwork from harmful penetration of water and water-carried salts.
Saltguard ® WB - Water-based salt and water-blocker.
SingleStep™ - One product cures AND seals concrete.
DuraSheen - Slip-resistant, high-gloss cure and seal for concrete.

LSKlean- Dissolves dirt and grime while maintaining surface density and

preserving the gloss of Consolideck® ultimate sustainable floors.

